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Introduction
Over 36 years ago the United States Supreme Court decided the historic case, Roe v.
Wade,1 which effectively legalized abortion in the United States. Yet, the debate about
the moral and ethical aspects of abortion continues to this day. Now, certain anti-aging
cosmetic products are the focus of attention in the ongoing abortion controversy. The
anti-aging cosmetics at issue are manufactured by Neocutis, S.A. (“Neocutis”), which is a
Swiss bio-pharmaceutical company founded in 2003 that specializes in wound healing,
dermatology, and skin care. Neocutis, Inc., is the U.S. subsidiary handling all
commercial activities.2
Neocutis states on its web site that its anti-aging products3 contain a proprietary skin care
ingredient, Processed Skin Cell Proteins (“PSP®”),4 which is derived from cultured fetal
skin cells.5 Since at least 1992, medical researchers have discovered that fetal skin cells
have a unique ability to heal wounds without scarring.6 Because aged skin has the same
needs as wounded skin for repair, Neocutis claims that its proprietary PSP® ingredient
can effectively stimulate the wound healing process,7 and improve skin texture and
reduce the appearance of wrinkles in the eye and mouth areas.8
The Abortion Controversy – Science Versus the Sanctity of Life
Neocutis’ use of the PSP® ingredient derived from fetal skin tissue has become the
subject of fodder for religious, ethical, and anti-abortion group bloggers and has ignited
an outcry among pro-life9 group supporters, and specifically, the pro-life outreach group,
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inherent right to life. See generally http://www.abortionfacts.com.
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Children of God for Life (“COG”). For years, the COG group has served as a selfimposed watchdog of pharmaceutical companies using aborted fetal cell lines in medical
products, and they reportedly receive thousands of inquiries from the public on the use of
aborted fetal material in cosmetics.10 Debi Vinnedge, Executive Director of COG, states
that use of fetal tissue in anti-wrinkle cream crosses moral and ethical boundaries.11 She
claims, “It is absolutely deplorable that Neocutis would resort to exploiting the remains
of a deliberately slaughtered baby for nothing other than pure vanity and financial
gain…There is simply no moral justification for this.”12 She objects to the use of fetal
cells no matter what their use -- whether medical or cosmetic -- arguing that mature cells
are just as effective.13
Religious and ethics groups alike have questioned just how many aborted fetuses were
involved in the research before Neocutis perfected the cell lines for cosmetic use.14
Moreover, these groups have raised concerns about wasting fetal tissue resources on the
development of beauty treatments instead of focusing on more humanitarian research
priorities.15
COG is calling for a full boycott of all Neocutis products and advises women who are
using Neocutis products to throw them in the garbage.16 Moreover, COG has promised
competing cosmetic companies they will receive free advertising and COG’s
endorsement if they are willing to confirm in writing they use “moral sources” for their
collagen and skin protein ingredients.17
Neocutis responded to this wave of condemnation by defending its responsible use of
fetal tissue for product development. On its web site, Neocutis acknowledges the
questions raised by COG and others, stating “We respect differing views on medical
research practices and on the development of pharmaceutical and cosmetic treatments.”18
Neocutis explains that, since the 1930s, the international medical community has used
donated fetal tissue as a means to better understand cell biology and as an essential tool in
the development of vaccines and for severe wound treatments.19 Neocutis espouses that
its view, as is shared by most medical professionals and patients, is that the limited,
prudent and responsible use of donated fetal skin tissue “obtained with consent of
parents, ethics committees and others in a well-monitored and respectful manner can be
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used for significant medical benefit” and “can continue to ease suffering, speed healing,
save lives, and improve the well-being of many patients around the globe.”20
History of Neocutis’ Production of PSP® and its Anti-Aging Products
Neocutis claims that the fetal skin specimen serving as the basis for the development of
its PSP® treatment originated from cell lines established in the University Hospital of
Laussanne, Switzerland.21 The cell lines originated from a small fetal skin biopsy
obtained after a single terminated pregnancy at 14 weeks gestation that could not survive
to term and was deemed medically necessary by the attending physician.22 The parents
of the fetus voluntarily donated the fetal tissue sample to medical research, after giving
informed and written consent consistent with Swiss laws that regulate organ donations
and with approval from the local Medical School Ethics Committee.23
Medical researchers at the University Hospital of Laussanne recognized the unique
ability of fetal skin to heal wounds without scarring and elected to use the donated fetal
skin specimen to establish a dedicated cell bank for developing new skin treatments for
wound healing and severe burns.24 These researchers created a biotechnology process to
extract the rich proteins responsible for scarless wound healing from cultured fetal skin
cells.25 The proprietary skin ingredient, PSP®, is obtained through this biotechnology
process26 and consists of an “optimal, naturally balanced mixture of skin nutrients
including cytokines, growth factors and antioxidants.”27 Neocutis confirms on its web
site that it does not directly use the originally donated fetal tissue to produce PSP®, but
rather, it uses proteins derived from cultured fetal skin cells grown from the dedicated
cell bank.28
Although the dedicated cell bank was originally established for wound healing and burn
treatments, Neocutis claims this same cell bank will enable a lasting supply of cells for
producing PSP® and some 900 million biological bandages for patients suffering severe
wounds, burns, and other serious skin conditions.29 Supposedly, no other fetal tissue
donation will ever be necessary.30
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What are the Trade Secret Ingredients in Other Anti-Aging Products on the Market?
Neocutis is one of more than 100 other cosmetic companies with anti-aging products on
the market.31 To date, no cosmetic company has apparently accepted COG’s offer for
public endorsement in exchange for written confirmation that it uses “moral sources” in
its cosmetics. Or at least, COG has not publicly acknowledged or endorsed a cosmetic
company on its web site. There could be a number of reasons why no company has
accepted the challenge, but probably the most compelling reason is to avoid exposing its
trade secret ingredients, whatever they may be, in the public spotlight.
Cosmetics marketed in the United States, whether they are manufactured here or are
imported from abroad, must comply with the labeling requirements of the Federal Food,
Drug, and Cosmetic Act (FDCA),32 the Fair Packaging and Labeling Act (FPLA),33 and
regulations published by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) under the
authority of these two laws.34 The FDCA was enacted to protect consumers from unsafe
or deceptively labeled or packaged products by prohibiting the distribution of adulterated
or misbranded products in interstate commerce.35 The FPLA was enacted to ensure the
packaging and labeling of products provide consumers with accurate information about
the quantity and contents and facilitate value comparisons.36
Since the FDA does not have the authority to pre-approve the labeling of cosmetic
products before they are placed on the market, the manufacturer and/or distributor have
the responsibility to ensure their products are labeled properly.37
“Labeling”
encompasses all labels and other written, printed or graphic matter on or accompanying a
product.38 The FDCA mandates all requisite label statements to appear on the inside as
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well as any outside container or wrapper.39 The FPLA mandates all product ingredients
to be listed on the label of the outer container.40 If a label on a cosmetic is false or
misleading or fails to provide required information, then it is considered misbranded.41
All misbranded cosmetics are subject to regulatory enforcement and action.42
Under the FPLA, if a product is sold on a retail basis to consumers, the ingredients must
conspicuously appear on an information panel and be displayed in such a manner that it is
likely to be read at the time of purchase.43 Moreover, the ingredients must be listed in
descending order of predominance, with few exceptions.44 One such exception includes
the listing of trade secret ingredients.45 If the FDA pre-approves a company’s request for
trade secret exemption, then that “trade secret” ingredient does not need to be declared on
the label, and in lieu of declaring the name of that ingredient, the company may state the
phrase “and other ingredients” at the end of the declaration of ingredients.46 The
cosmetic company must first obtain FDA approval for trade secret exemption through a
confidential application process before the cosmetic company is exempt from publicly
declaring all ingredients.47
Although Neocutis is not required to do so, it nevertheless outlines on its website the
contents of its proprietary ingredient, PSP®, and openly discloses that it is derived from
fetal skin cells. To date, no other cosmetic company has taken this same bold step.
Perhaps, the reason is because no other company uses fetal cell lines in its product. Or,
perhaps, as is more likely the case since fetal skin cell research has been around since at
least 1992,48 if a company does use fetal tissue or derivations of fetal tissue in a trade
secret ingredient, then the company may want it to remain just that -- a secret -- to be
disclosed to the FDA, only. Savvy cosmetic companies must now know the sensitive
topic of aborted fetal material may cause customers to spurn their products, especially
after seeing the public criticism of Neocutis.
Conclusion
Until the FDA changes its labeling regulations to require a declaration of trade secret
ingredients or until cosmetic companies voluntarily step forward and declare their secret
ingredients, cosmetic customers will be left to surmise what is in their favorite brand of
anti-aging cosmetics. Although Neocutis’ decision to use fetal cell lines has been the
subject of much criticism and consternation, Neocutis nevertheless deserves some credit
for being honest and forthright in disclosing its trade secret ingredient. Such open
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disclosure allows consumers the opportunity to make an informed decision about whether
to purchase Neocutis’ anti-aging products.
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